
AUTOMATIC SOFTWARE TESTING BY GENETIC ALGORITHMOPTIMIZATION, A CASE SUDYJARMO T. ALANDER AND TIMO MANTEREAbstract. In this work we have studied the feasibility of program testing automation by usingoptimization via genetic algorithm. The main objective of the study is to �nd potentially prob-lematic situations by maximizing the response times of a rather large real-time embedded system.The results show that the genetic optimization is able to outperform pure random testing. Theidenti�cation of the problematic input helps the programmer to �x performance bottlenecks.1. IntroductionPerformance and reliability are among the most important quality criterion in the planning,realization and use of computer systems. The objective is to guarantee at least the minimumperformance in any case. For example in some real-time systems absolute response time constraintsare set. In general speed is an important competition factor in software markets. Unfortunately itis di�cult to reach good performance in practice.Requirements for precision and reliability of embedded software are usually high, e.g. a failureto meet a response time constraints might have severe consequences both in economics and humanterms. It has been estimated that about two thirds of the total costs of product developmentprojects of embedded systems consist of software development work, of which about half is testingcosts [17]. Thus software testing will cause up to one third of the total product development costs.Testing is laborious, because it tend to increase exponentially with the code complexity. Manualtesting is slow and thus expensive. Software grows and becomes more and more complicatedbringing with it problems related to its performance.It has been said that when testing software, one should examine only small sections at a time,otherwise it easily results that somewhere is a fault, but it is extremely di�cult to locate. Howeverin this work the goal was to test the whole software as one piece. In larger software the performanceproblems are usually emphasized. There can be millions of lines of source code produced byhundreds of programmers. Even if there was no performance problem in the code written by theindividual programmer, such will easily appear in the integration phase. Testing is a vital part ofsoftware development and automation makes it faster, more reliable and cost e�cient.1.1. Research problem. The object of this study is software testing automation; how to realize itusing a combinatorial optimization method called genetic algorithm (GA). A real-time embeddedsystem must usually react within a given response time. This can be seen as an optimizationproblem: �nd those i.e. problem cases, causing the longest response times.The object of this study is a communication module of a rather large embedded software,consisting of about 11 Mb of source code written in C. We performed automatic black-box typestress testing, by using a GA, that optimizes input parameters, stimuli from the environment toKey words and phrases. Software engineering, software testing, combinatorial optimisation, embedded systems,genetic algorithms, simulation. 1



the software. The objective was to �nd the extreme response times, in order to reveal bottlenecks,which must be corrected. A simulation environment was used mainly for cost reasons.Related work. In the �eld of software testing GA has been applied mainly to the automatic testdata generation [13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 25, 26, 27]. These studies have concentrated on theoptimization of branch coverage; in other words �nding test sets that covers all possible paths of theprogram. Especially reference [13] is interesting because in it several problems are dealt with botha GA and random method. For more references on GA in software testing see the bibliography [2].A closely related application area of GAs is VLSI testing [3].2. Genetic algorithmsThe genetic algorithms have steadily reached growing popularity during the last twenty or soyears as a general method to solve di�cult optimization problems [2]. The method is based on therecombination of genes in the same way as it takes place in nature. This combined to selectionleads to the growth of the average �tness of the population. GA is not perhaps the best possiblemethod in a given task but it is robust and more or less suitable for most complex optimizationtasks.A GA forms a sort of arti�cial simple electric ecosystem, where digital beings (bit-strings, thatrepresent parameter values) struggle for survival and reproducing possibilities. GA is a methodespecially suited for high power digital computing. It is at its best when facing problems thatcan't be solved with exact methods or at least within a given processing time. GA is oftenapplicable when the number of parameters or their variations is considerable i.e. when combinatorialexplosion prevents us from testing all possibilities. The reason for the growing popularity of geneticalgorithms is probably the fact that GA does not set any a priori restrictions on the target function.It does not need to be smooth, meaning it does not need to be derivative or even be continuousand it can have several local optimum. The target function doesn't even need to be expressible ina mathematical form, if one can e.g. measure �tness somehow.The study of genetic algorithms started in 1975, when John Holland developed the �rst GA atthe University of Michigan [11]. He utilized evolutionism to number sequences that would live,reproduce and die like living organisms. He got the idea after having been convinced that livingorganisms can solve an optimization problem like adaptation to its natural environment betterthan even the most powerful supercomputers. In order to describe it, Holland borrowed termsfrom the glossary of genetics. However, all the concepts can be interpreted exactly and are easyto implement.Bene�ts of GA include that it can easily be run on parallel processors and it can easily beadapted to di�erent problems. It doesn't provide much programming and is usually relativelye�cient in di�cult problems. GAs belong to the so called soft computing methods, which includesuch methods as arti�cial neural nets and fuzzy logic.3. Software testingSoftware that has been compiled is syntactically correct, but it usually contains an unknownnumber of semantic errors. These errors are searched by code validation or by running the programusing some testing method [12, 17, 24]. The amount of testing is not necessarily equivalent to thee�ectiveness of testing: a few carefully planned test cases can lead to better results than an intensiverandom experiment. However, one should not forget that even the best tests cannot save a badlydesigned program.



A comprehensive test would require the testing with at least every acceptable input. The testresult depends not only on input but also on the state of the program. Thus input should betested with all combinations of di�erent states. Unfortunately comprehensive testing is impossiblein practice. This does not mean that investment to testing would not be worthwhile, but that thefunctionality of the program should not be trusted too much.3.1. Automation of testing. It has been estimated that software testing takes 30-50% of theworking time of a software project [9]. In terms of manpower testing is expensive and susceptibleto errors. Already partial testing automation will bring signi�cant savings and improves programquality. Software testing automation can bene�t from the following [7]:� The testing can be prepared even before all the necessary tools are available; this was alsopartly the case in this study.� It accelerates the testing essentially.� The tests can be done at least partly unmanned.� The repeatability helps to locate also infrequent error situations.� It reduces the amount of routine work.� Opportunity for remote testing.There are also some drawbacks:� The planning of tests and analysis of results may be laborious.� Requires better trained testing tool developers and users.Software can be so complex that one cannot easily deduce what response results from a giveninput. Thus determining the proper test data can be di�cult. Software may be so non-deterministicthat the response time is due to more the non-deterministic nature of the software and testingsystem, than the given input. 4. Embedded systemsEmbedded system refers to a computer system that has been integrated into an electro-mechanicaldevice. The electronics part of the embedded system controls electric and mechanical functions ofthe device. The processor of the system executes the so-called embedded software, which is to readimpulses from the environment and to process responses to them. Usually the embedded softwareis real-time, this means that it has to respond within given time constraints.4.1. Real-time software. The operation of any sequential program has a well de�ned beginningand end, while a real-time software is in an in�nite loop constantly interacting with its environment.An impulse originating from the environment starts a series of events, which results in some sortof response. Real-time software is usually required to meet some response time constraints.The operation of the real-time software is often presented with the help of the so-called state-machine model. In a simple state-machine only the state, during which the impulse occurs a�ectsthe response. The actual software is seldom in accordance with this simple model, however. Theactual software can process several impulses overlapping causing also the responses to have tendcyto overlap, resulting in sometimes unexpected and unforeseeable interactions. The load variationscan cause dramatic behavioral changes. Thus it is not usually easy to predict the behaviour of thesystem. 5. Experimental setupThe object embedded system has been designed to carry out many functions as a power distri-bution protection device (relay) control unit. It is responsible for the primary protection functions



of the device and auxiliary functions including controlling functions, measuring functions andsurveillance procedures. The device contains actually several processing and interface units, whichcommunicate with each other and other protection devices. The system have two separate serialports, which support several communication protocols.On the whole the system hosts a quite demanding software, which should operate fast andreliably in all circumstances. It was still under development during our project.of5.1. Simulation environment. The testing was done using a simulation environment, which waschosen originally because of cost reasons. Another obvious reason was that the hardware was notyet completed when the project started.The simulation environment was ESIM, a program development tool for the simulation andtesting of the embedded systems. It's a product of a Finnish company called Prosoft. ESIM isdesigned to be able to simulate any given embedded system, provided that the software is writtenin C or C++ language [23]. linked ESIM provides opportunities to monitor program execution.Furthermore it provides simulation functions for the interfaces (ports, buses, user interface), theoperating system, registers, tasks, semaphores, etc.whole5.2. Field buses. The communication between the modules is done via �eld buses. The testingconcentrated on the load testing of the message-processing unit. There were two main �eld busesin use, CAN (controller area network) and LON (local operating network).The tested target was the communication unit, which operated under the main CPU. The objectsoftware was constructed in such a way that it uses a CAN (controller area network) bus for all datatransfer between the main CPU and other electronic modules, including I/O-cards, key panel, andLCD-display. The same processing unit also handles LON bus messages. Communication interface,CAN and LON �eld buses are also the natural interface to the software. In our test CAN bus datatransfer was simulated and tested, while software behaviour was monitored. The main objectivewas to study if lower priority LON message processing has some e�ect on the processing of higherpriority CAN messages.CAN is a serial bus which has been developed for the data transfer of advanced real-timeand decentralized control system devices, in which for example the sensors and regulating unitscommunicate directly with each other without the help of any intervening control unit. The CANbus is a so-called multi-master, in other words several nodes can access the channel simultaneously.The CAN protocol is relatively simple which makes the programming of applications fairly easy.The high reliability of the data transfer has also been stated as one of its advantages. The CANmessage contains 0 to 8 bytes of information. The data transfer rate can be chosen in the range125kb-1Mb/s, data transfer distance is dependent on the chosen speed. One CAN bus can contain2032 objects according to CAN 2.0A speci�cations [8].LON is originally a �eld bus developed mainly for building automation [10]. In the LONbus the processor and memory reside in each control unit, meaning that the net does not need acentralized control. The most important application areas iclude real estate, industrial and processautomation, vehicles etc small systems. The devices of di�erent systems can be connected to thesame LON bus. The data transfer channel is open and the devices of several di�erent manufacturerscan be connected to it.5.3. The GA used. GA simulates the messages that the �eld bus message handler receives fromthe I/O-cards and display/interface cards when communicating through the CAN bus. Whencommunicating via the LON bus, it simulates other similar units in the net. Furthermore, it



Random GACount 10,000 10,000Mean [ms] 155.47 214.73Std. deviation [ms] 65.52 101.89Minimum [ms] 19.00 22.00Maximum [ms] 444.00 576.00Range [ms] 425.00 554.00Median [ms] 157.00 194.00Table 1. Descriptive statistics of response times of test cases created by the GAand the pure random method.simulates the operation of the digital signal processing unit and writes information directly inthe databases located in a common memory. A test case record contains among others the delaybetween two CAN messages, an optional LON load message, send times, data �elds, and senderaddresses. The �tness value is the time from the sending of the CAN message to the receiving ofthe CAN answer message.The �rst generation in GA is created using the Windows random number generator. The geneticoperators used to create new generations were single point and uniform crossovers together withmutation. We re-evaluate the individuals selected from the previous generation, because the systemis rather non-deterministic. The most important parameters of the GA used in this study havebeen: single point and uniform crossover of equal rate, the total crossover rate being 70%, mutationrate 8%, population size 100 of which 30% of the best are selected for the next generation (elitism).6. ResultsIn this work both the genetic algorithm and the tested software were run under the ESIMsimulator in the same workstation, which was a PC equipped with a Pentium 200 mmx processorand Windows 95 operating system. Observe that the processing times should not be directlycompared to those of the target environment, in which the object software runs considerablyfaster.In order to compare pure random and a GA based method, 10,000 test cases were generatedand tested by both methods. Table 1 represents the corresponding descriptive statistics. >From itwe can see that the average response time of test cases created by GA is much longer (38%) thanthat of the random method. This implies that GA is able to �nd and favor some test cases thatlead to longer response times.Figure 1 shows the distribution of response times for both methods. As we can see the histogramsare quite similar, except that the GA method has an additional peak between 300 and 400 ms.Obviously GA has been able to identify some input parameter combinations resulting to longerresponse times. In order to �nd those parameters that cause the di�erence we calculated thecorrelations between all input variables and response time. Almost all of these correlations werevery small, of magnitude 0.1 or less. The highest correlation (0.45) was found between the responsetime and in which state of the CAN message processing the LON message was sent.To demonstrate how strong the e�ect of LON message sending is on the response time we draw�gure 2, where test cases were divided into two groups \no LON messages" and \LON messagesent during the test case". It is clear that the additional peak at the longer response time endwas almost totally created from test cases, where the LON message was sent. So it is obvious that



Figure 1. Response times distribution for the GA and random methods.

Figure 2. Response time dependensy on LON sending.the GA based method favors the LON message sent during the test case more than the randommethod. We identify six di�erent states of CAN message processing when a LON message can besent (�gure 3). It is obvious that the longest response times can be expected if the LON messageis sent shortly before the CAN message. This is probably due to the fact, that in that case theprogram starts to process the received LON message, before the higher priority CAN messagearrives causing the interrupt handler to start the processing of the CAN message. In �gure 3 boththe GA and random methods perform similarly in all six classes, while the overall response timeis much higher with the GA method.Furthermore we divided all test cases into the same six classes given in �gure 3 and �gure 4.From the latter it is obvious that GA learns the problematic test parameters and creates manymore test cases for the most problematic class B than the random method. The time segments inthe six classes are not equal, which explains that neither method creates evenly distributed testcases.



Figure 3. The six CAN message processing states, when LON load messagecan be sent. A=no LON message, B=LON message shortly before the CANmessage, C=LON and CAN message simultaneously, D=LON message same timeas program processes CAN message, E=LON message simultaneously as testedprogram starts to generate replay to the CAN message, F=LON message after E,but before replay CAN message comes back from the program.

Figure 4. Distribution of test cases produced by the GA and random methods.For the notations used see �gure 3.6.1. Comments and discussion. It was discovered that at the beginning of the testing the �rstcouple of test cases caused the longest response time. The tested software is a state-machine. Thuswe will get rid of this problem if we succeed to move the state-machine between the tests to a morerandom state.Because of the non-determinism every test case should be evaluated several times, the averageof which could be used as the �tness value for each test case.The genetic algorithm parameters e�ect on the test results was also studied briey, but thisoptimization problem was not especially sensitive to the GA parameters. This is in good agreementwith our and other studies on the sensitivity of GA based optimization [1, 4].
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